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Abstract: We present a free-running 80-MHz dual-comb polarization-multiplexed solid-state
laser which delivers 1.8 W of average power with 110-fs pulse duration per comb. With a highsensitivity pump-probe setup, we apply this free-running dual-comb laser to picosecond
ultrasonic measurements. The ultrasonic signatures in a semiconductor multi-quantum-well
structure originating from the quantum wells and superlattice regions are revealed and
discussed. We further demonstrate ultrasonic measurements on a thin-film metalized sample
and compare these measurements to ones obtained with a pair of locked femtosecond lasers.
Our data show that a free-running dual-comb laser is well-suited for picosecond ultrasonic
measurements and thus it offers a significant reduction in complexity and cost for this widely
adopted non-destructive testing technique.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Picosecond ultrasonics is a technique, developed in the mid-1980s, in which ultrashort laser
pulses are used to generate and detect acoustic waves with very short wavelength, typically in
a nanometer range [1]. Established applications of the method include the determination of
elastic parameters [2–9], acoustic damping properties [10–15], structural properties [16–19],
interface adhesion and coupling [20–23] and imaging of embedded layers [24–29]. Ultrafast
acoustic dynamics were studied in metals [6,21,30–35], semiconductors [10,36–39], dielectric
materials [11,14,16,40] and polymers [41–44]. Recent developments have also shown the
feasibility to apply the technique to newly emerging advanced materials [23,45,46]. A wide
variety of systems can be investigated ranging from thin-films [3,47,48] to multilayer structures
[36,37,46,49–52] and micro nanostructures [32,53–60]. The first developed application area of
picosecond ultrasonics was in the microelectronics industry, where accurate characterization of
material thickness and bonding layers at a nanometer scale are required [61]. More recently,
the capability of the technique to measure mechanical cell properties in a contactless manner
was demonstrated [62]. Advances in the measurement methods have allowed picosecond
ultrasonics to be applied to the label-free imaging of cells by using the mechanical properties
as the contrast modality [63–65]. This imaging capability offers sub-optical in-depth resolution
and an in-plane resolution limited by optical diffraction. Here listed applications are by no
means complete, but are intended to provide an overview of the wide field of picosecond
ultrasonics.

Picosecond ultrasonics signals are generally recorded in a pump-probe measurement
configuration [1,66,67]. An ultrashort optical pump pulse creates a local stress/strain
distribution in a sample caused by several possible excitation mechanisms [30]. This excitation
launches an ultrasonic pulse or excites the acoustic eigenmodes of the structure. As an example,
a propagating pulse then produces reflections at interfaces within the sample. By using timedelayed probe pulses in a pump-probe measurement setup, these returning strain waves can be
observed via delay-dependent changes in reflectivity of the probe pulses. The time-of-flight of
ultrasonic signals from the sample is mapped with the pump-probe measurement timing
resolution, which is defined by the laser pulse duration [30].
The picosecond ultrasonics signals are tiny modulations on the reflected probe power
generally ranging in 10-4-10-6 level. Therefore, careful design of the experimental setup is
required to achieve sufficient measurement precision. Originally, these measurements were
implemented by using a single ultrashort pulse laser with a mechanical delay line and a highfrequency lock-in detector. High-frequency lock-in detection allows one to shift the data
acquisition up to frep/2, where laser noise and other technical noise are generally low. Here frep
is the laser repetition rate. However, as measurements require timing range scans up to multiple
nanoseconds, the delay line design becomes challenging [68].
An alternative approach is to use an equivalent time sampling (ETS). In ETS, the sampling
is performed at a distinct rate to the excitation [69,70]. The specific implementation of such a
configuration to pump-probe spectroscopy uses a pair of lasers with a locked repetition rate
difference frep. This measurement configuration is also called asynchronous optical sampling
(ASOPS) [71]. In this configuration, the pump-probe delay is swept over a range of 1/frep in a
time given by 1/frep. Consequently, the measurement time on the oscilloscope is related to the
optical delay (the equivalent time) by the ratio frep/frep. Thus, ETS enables the transfer of
optical time scales (femtosecond to nanosecond) to electronic time scales (nanosecond to
millisecond), which can be easily recorded by an oscilloscope. The smallest sampling step 
is determined by =frep/frep2. For example, a pair of 80-MHz oscillators, with a slight
repetition rate difference of 1 kHz, optical delay scans over 12.5-ns range will be obtained in
156-fs steps. This is equivalent to a mechanical delay stage moving at an ultra-high speed of
1.875 km/s over a 1.875-m distance. Significantly faster scanning speeds can be obtained with
higher repetition rate lasers with the same timing resolution [72].
Typically, ETS (resp. ASOPS) can be implemented with a pair of modelocked lasers whose
repetition rate difference is locked electronically [71]. Such laser systems are closely related to
dual optical frequency combs (dual-combs) [73] in the sense that the delay increment between
subsequent pairs of pulses is constant. An additional feature of dual-comb sources is that they
exhibit a high degree of phase coherence between the two combs. However, in pump-probe
measurements the sample response is typically proportional to pump intensity, so phasecoherence of the optical comb lines is not required.
A schematic illustration of how two different repetition rate pulse trains are used for
picosecond ultrasonics measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The ETS technique was first applied
to picosecond ultrasonics in 2006 [74], where significant measurement improvements
compared to usual mechanical delay line-based pump-probe measurements were achieved.
Since then, ETS with a locked laser pair became commonly used in the opto-acoustic
community.
However, the key disadvantage in using a locked laser pair for ETS is that it requires two
separate lasers, as well as piezoelectric actuators and locking electronics to stabilize the
repetition rate difference. This dramatically increases the cost and complexity of the method
and thus is difficult to adopt in a practical setting. Recently, we overcame this limitation by
developing free-running dual-comb laser oscillators, which produce two pulse trains from the
same laser cavity with an intrinsically stable and at the same time controllable repetition rate
difference [75,76]. Since both combs are produced from the same laser cavity, they generally
have significant phase coherence, often sufficient even for dual-comb spectroscopy [77,78] and

LIDAR [79] applications. In cases where phase and timing drifts are faster than the desired
averaging time, adaptive sampling methods can usually be applied [80]. Dual-comb generation
from free-running lasers has been widely explored in recent years, as reviewed in [81].

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a picosecond ultrasonics measurement with the pump and probe
having two slightly different repetition rates frep,1 and frep,2. The pump (red) excites an ultrasonic
wave in a sample. The returning reflection is then sampled with the probe (green). The signal is
detected with a photodiode and recorded on an oscilloscope (right). Within the timescale of the
thermal response of the sample, ultrasonic signatures can be observed (inset). The measurement
time is related to the equivalent pump-probe time by the laser repetition rate difference and probe
repetition rate ratio.

Lately, we have applied the polarization-multiplexing concept to powerful femtosecond solidstate lasers [82]. We have demonstrated a free-running dual-comb laser oscillator delivering
175-fs pulses at 137 MHz repetition rate with tunable 1-kHz repetition rate difference. The laser
delivered up to 440 mW per comb and it was applied to ETS measurements of recovery
dynamics in integrated semiconductor structures. Solid-state lasers are particularly interesting
for rapid pump-probe measurements because they generally exhibit ultra-low noise at high
sampling frequencies [83–86]. This performance is not matched by other commonly used laser
technology platforms. Additionally, solid-state lasers can be configured for high repetition rates
or high pulse energies at lower repetition rates [87,88].
Compared to our previous solid-state dual-comb demonstration [82], here we demonstrate
a significantly performance-improved free-running dual-comb laser oscillator delivering 1.8 W
of average power at 80-MHz repetition rate at a pulse duration of 110 fs from each output comb;
this corresponds to a peak power enhancement of more than ten times. Although higher average
power free-running dual-comb laser oscillators using thin-disk geometry have been
demonstrated recently [89,90], here we demonstrate the highest power free-running dual-comb
bulk oscillator to date. The bulk laser geometry is highly relevant for practical applications of
such lasers as it enables compact and cost-effective optical sensor development.
We apply this laser to picosecond ultrasonics measurements and demonstrate shot-noise
limited 1.8×10-5 relative reflectivity change sensitivity in a single measurement trace without
averaging. Since high sensitivity is important for this non-destructive testing technique, our
results represent an important advance to the picosecond ultrasonics measurement method
development and its application readiness.
In Section 2, we describe our 80-MHz dual-comb laser design and report details on its
performance. In Section 3 we demonstrate the application of this laser for the measurement of
superlattice phonons on a semiconductor multi-quantum-well (MQW) structure. In Section 4
we present metallic layer thickness and Brillouin scattering measurements. We compare these
measurements to those obtained with a commercial locked laser pair. Finally, in Section 5 we
elaborate on measurement system optimization steps towards optimal picosecond ultrasonics
measurement performance.

2. Free-running 80-MHz dual-comb laser oscillator
In this section, we present technical design details of a high-power free-running 80-MHz dualcomb laser. In an end-pumped laser cavity configuration, the gain crystal is positioned next to
and pumped through a flat output coupling mirror as shown in Fig. 2(a). We use a multimode
pump diode which emits light centered at 980 nm and can deliver up to 20 W of average power
(I5F1S15, Coherent Inc.). To pump both combs with this diode, we split the collimated output
beam into two separate paths using a 50/50 beam splitter and combine them back on a D-shaped
mirror with a slight horizontal position offset. This position is then re-imaged onto the gain
crystal so that a collinear dual-focus is achieved. The diode beam was measured to have a M2
value of 20 and it is focused onto the gain crystal to an estimated 64 m beam radius (1/e2
intensity).
Yb:CaF2 is a well-suited gain crystal for polarization-multiplexed dual-comb lasers as it
exhibits isotropic gain properties, which are desired for maximal noise correlation of the two
combs. Furthermore, it has favorable thermal properties and exhibits a smooth and broadband
gain spectrum [91]. However, since the laser crystal does not have a well-defined polarization
axis, it is susceptible to thermally-induced depolarization effects which can degrade the
oscillator performance. Fortunately, it was shown that if the crystal is [111] oriented, it can be
aligned for minimal depolarization for two nearly orthogonal polarization planes [92]. For this
experiment, we have grown a Yb:CaF2 crystal with 4.5% at. Yb doping by using a Bridgman
technique. A mixture of CaF2, YbF3 powders (purity: 4 N) was placed in a graphite crucible
within the growth chamber. A good vacuum (<10 -5 mbar) was then realized, and the crystal
growth was carried out with a pulling rate of 1–3 mm/h. After completing the growth process,
the grown crystals were cooled down to room temperature within 72h. Finally, the crystal was
polished to 4 mm length and antireflection coated for the pump and laser wavelengths. Using
an external setup to characterize thermal stress-induced depolarization, similar to the one
reported in [93], we have pre-selected the gain crystal so that it exhibits minimal thermal-stress
induced birefringence and is appropriately pre-aligned to the polarization planes defined by the
birefringent crystals.
The resonator is multiplexed to support two nearly-common path modes at two orthogonal
polarizations by using a birefringent crystal multiplexing approach [75]. The cavity layout is
shown in Fig. 2(a), and the output beam profiles are shown in Fig. 2(b). We use 6 mm-long
calcite crystals, which are cut at 45 from the c-axis. Calcite was chosen deliberately for this
laser oscillator as it exhibits a high spatial walk-off with minimal nonlinearity. Using one calcite
crystal near the gain medium and one near the semiconductor saturable absorber mirror
(SESAM) [94] leads to well-separated modes on the active elements of the cavity. We use
wedged crystals to avoid etalon effects and arrange the wedge in such a way to increase the
modal separation further and thus minimize any possible interaction between the beams.
Finally, the two calcite crystals are oriented orthogonally to each other to minimize the
roundtrip group delay difference experienced by the two polarization modes.
Modelocking of the oscillator is initiated and stabilized with a dielectric top-coated three
quantum-well (QW) SESAM which has a high saturation fluence of 54 J/cm2, F2 parameter
of 1.1 J/cm2 and modulation depth of 1.6% (characterized at 1050 nm with 185-fs pulses). Selfstarting and simultaneous mode-locking is achieved in a total pump power range from 6.8 W
up to 11.2 W (Fig. 2(c)). The maximal output power where simultaneous modelocking is
maintained is 1.8 W per comb, which corresponds to 32% optical-to-optical efficiency.
Compared to the state-of-the-art Yb:CaF2 bulk laser oscillator [95], our laser achieves similar
output parameters and exhibits high efficiency despite having additional intracavity elements
and being pumped by a low-brightness pump. Compared to our previously reported dual-comb
laser oscillator [82], this new oscillator achieves significantly higher power and shorter pulses
leading to peak power enhancement of more than 10. Such a high-peak-power laser is ideally
suited for nonlinear spectroscopy and frequency conversion to other spectral domains. The laser

output power is currently limited by self-phase modulation and the laser gain bandwidth. This
limitation could be offset by using a higher output coupling rate, such that we reach the same
minimum pulse duration at higher average power. The current output coupling rate of 5.5%
was determined by the component availability. The output beam quality parameter M 2 was
measured to be better than 1.05.

Fig. 2. (a) Layout of the 80-MHz dual-comb solid-state laser cavity. The gain medium (G) is a
4-mm long CaF2 crystal with 4.5% at. Yb doping. The laser is pumped through the output coupler
(OC). The two polarization states of the cavity are split by the insertion of two birefringent 45°cut calcite crystals (BC1 and BC2) with 6-mm length, each. The laser output is separated from
the pump beam with a dichroic mirror (DM) and then collimated by a lens. (b) Image of the
output beams recorded with a WinCamD-LCM-NE 1" beam profiler. (c) Power slope and pulse
duration evolution of both output beams when pumped simultaneously as a function of the total
pump power (split with 1:1 ratio between the two pump spots). Panels (d) to (f) show the
modelocking performance at 1.8 W output level per comb: (d) optical spectrum of each comb
with center wavelength and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) using a sech2 fit. (e) pulse
duration measurement using a second harmonic generation autocorrelator. The pulse duration
FWHM is specified after deconvolution of the measured trace. (f) Radio-frequency (RF)
spectrum of the laser. The inset shows high-spectral resolution measurements around the
repetition rate of the laser. The 224-Hz repetition rate difference is indicated. RBW: resolution
bandwidth.

Soliton modelocking [96] in the cavity is achieved by introducing a negative group delay
dispersion of –3320 fs2 per cavity round trip with dispersive mirrors. The output spectra
(Fig. 2(d)) exhibit a hyperbolic secant shape with a high degree of spectral overlap due to the
symmetric spectral gain profile experienced by both laser polarizations. The autocorrelation
traces are depicted in Fig. 2(e). Figure 2(f) shows the radio-frequency spectra of the output
pulse trains indicating clean fundamental modelocking. The inset shows a zoomed-in view of
the fundamental harmonic where two distinct repetition rates can be resolved. In this
measurement, the repetition difference was set to 224 Hz; however, it can be freely tuned by
rotation of the second birefringent crystal.
For the ETS measurements discussed later in this publication, the timing resolution is
limited by the detection bandwidth and not the delay step size. The resolution limit D due to
the available detection bandwidth (BW) is calculated by D = frep/(frep×BW). For example, in
the case discussed later, an 11.6-MHz detection bandwidth and a 285-Hz repetition rate
difference give the measurement resolution of 307 fs (Section 5). This is significantly more
than the timing jitter we can expect from a free-running dual-comb laser. In fact, we have
already shown that in polarization-multiplexed lasers, the period timing jitter (from trigger to
trigger) can be less than 100 fs in a 10-second-long acquisition window [82] and that
polarization-multiplexed dual-comb lasers can be used for phase-sensitive dual-comb
spectroscopy experiments which require sub-cycle timing precision [77,78]. Precise and rapidly
sampled relative timing jitter measurements go well beyond the scope of this publication, and

further research is needed to develop an appropriate relative timing jitter sampling setup at a
fixed repetition rate difference. However, we are confident that the timing jitter from the freerunning dual-comb laser is not a limiting factor for picosecond ultrasonics measurements.
Therefore, in the following we study slower drifts of the repetition rate difference.
The long-term fluctuations of the repetition rate difference can be measured relatively easily
with a frequency counter. For this purpose, we use an optical cross-correlation setup to generate
a difference frequency signal (more detail in the next section) and a frequency counter
(Keysight, 53210A). We observe that the repetition rate difference is sensitive to the
temperature of the birefringent crystals. The demonstrated laser is assembled on a breadboard
without any isolating housing. Thus, the repetition rate difference stability was coupled to the
laboratory conditions. Nevertheless, in stable laboratory conditions we obtain a highly stable
repetition rate difference as shown in Figs. 3(a-b). The relative difference frequency stability
(frep)/frep is 1.0·10-5. We also calculate the Allan deviation and find that a minimum
deviation in frep of 0.41 mHz with respect to its mean is obtained for an 8-second averaging
time window. In this case, the relative difference frequency stability is 2.2·10-6. This therefore
shows that the long-term relative timing between the two pulse trains remains well-defined and
below the pulse duration.

Fig. 3. (a) Measured repetition rate difference frep stability between the two combs when
sampled at ~8.3 Hz for 1000 seconds. (b) Repetition rate difference distribution on the data from
(a). Calculated standard deviation was 1.87 mHz. (c) Allan deviation on the data from (a).

3. Acoustic waves in hybrid quantum well/superlattice structures
Picosecond ultrasonics has attracted significant attention in studying coherent acoustic phonons
in epitaxially grown structures. For example, a direct application of such studies is the
determination of the structural parameters in quantum cascade lasers [17]. The study of these
phonons, which can reach THz frequencies [51,97–101], impacts the fields of opto-acoustics
and mechanics [58,102–104], potentially yielding insights into advanced thermoelectric
materials [105].
Recently, our work also covered hybrid structures that consist of QW regions and an
underlying superlattice [106,107]. To demonstrate that a free-running dual-comb laser is wellsuited for such studies, we prepare an experimental pump-probe setup as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Cross-correlation between the two combs in a sum-frequency generation (SFG) crystal is used
to generate a trigger signal. The SFG signal is detected with an amplified photodiode (PDA55,
Thorlabs Inc.). This trigger setup is used in all further picosecond ultrasonics measurements
presented in this paper, which involve a free-running dual-comb laser.
We use half-wave plate and polarizer pairs to control the pump and probe powers. We first
perform a picosecond ultrasonics experiment in a non-collinear interaction geometry
(Fig. 4(a)). The pump and probe are focused on the sample with a 20-mm focal length aspheric
lens. We obtain 8.5-m pump and probe beam radii (1/e2) at the sample position. Since the
beams arrive onto the sample non-collinearly, the reflected pump and probe beams are spatially
separated. We use a D-shaped pick-up mirror to collect the probe light and send it on a

photodiode. For the following experiment, we have used an amplified photodiode (PDA10CF
Thorlabs Inc.).

Fig. 4. (a) Equivalent time sampling (ETS) setup using a free-running dual-comb laser. SFG –
sum-frequency generation crystal; HWP – half-waveplate, PBS – polarizing beam splitter. (b)
Semiconductor sample: multi-quantum-well SESAM structure. (c) ETS measurement on
SESAM response in case of 3.15 mJ/cm2 average fluence excitation. Here 104 trace averages
were accumulated. (d) Zoom-in of the ultrasonic response.

We perform pump-probe measurements on a SESAM sample with a six QW absorber. The
exact SESAM structure is shown in Fig. 4(b). The sample was excited with 572 mW of pump
power corresponding to 3.15 mJ/cm2 average fluence excitation. This fluence is close to, but
below, the damage threshold. The reflected probe power reaching the photodiode was
0.31 mW. The repetition rate difference was set to 255.54 Hz. The photodiode signal was
filtered with an analog 30-MHz low-pass filter and was recorded on the oscilloscope (WavePro
254HD, Teledyne LeCroy) at 100 MS/s sampling rate with a 20-MHz analog bandwidth setting.
Using the oscilloscope and the trigger setup, we perform 104 trace averages. The first 500 ps of
the resulting signal after a 10-MHz low-pass digital filter are shown in Fig. 4(c). The timedomain signal shows a fast initial SESAM response followed by a relatively slow carrier
recombination [108] with superimposed contributions caused by the excited acoustic wave
dynamics in the sample, highlighted in the zoom-in of Fig. 4(d).

Previous results of SESAM samples have revealed the complex acoustic wave excitation,
propagation, and detection mechanisms in these structures [107,109,110]. Here, we will focus
on the extraction of the structural and material properties to demonstrate the capabilities of the
new measurement system.

Fig. 5. (a) Extracted acoustic contribution to the time domain signal showing the regions where
the signal from the QW and superlattice as well as the superlattice alone are present. Orange
circles mark the pulses used for the determination of the pulse propagation times. (b) Fourier
transformation of the time domain data up to about 5 ns as solid blue line. Gray dashed lines
indicate the position of Brillouin zone center (BZC) modes of the superlattice for nominal values
in thickness and sound velocities using AlGaAs sound velocity for the AlGaAsP layers. Solid
green lines indicate the adjusted dispersion with 5.3% smaller sound velocities of the AlGaAsP
layers.
Table 1. Sound velocities of materials in the SESAM sample.

Longitudinal
sound velocity
in
(100)
direction (m/s)

GaAs

InAs

In24.6Ga75.4As

Al96Ga4As

4730
(ref.
[111])

3830
(ref.
[112])

4509
(interpolation)

5640
(ref. [111])

Al80Ga20As88.5P11.5
(this work)
5250 (Pulse)
5308 (Superlattice)

Since the sample consists of a QW region and an underlying superlattice structure,
characteristic signatures from both regions are expected to be in the time domain signal. After
removal of the slowly varying background by a moving average we obtain the acoustic signal
shown in Fig. 5(a). Two regions can be identified: the first 500 ps show a combination of
acoustic pulses and oscillatory components. The latter, region 2, persist beyond the shown time
window up to about 5 ns. We will first turn to the discussion of the acoustic pulses. These
originate from the QW region of the sample [107,109], which is corroborated by the time
separation of subsequent pulses at 32.0 ± 0.2 ps. This is in very good agreement with the
calculated propagation time from the middle of one QW to the middle of another nearby QW
being 31.3 ps neglecting possible changes in the sound velocity of AlGaAsP, i.e. calculated for
AlGaAs. The sound velocities used for the calculations are listed in Table 1.

If we take changes in the sound velocity of the AlGaAsP into account and adjust the sound
velocity to the experimental propagation times, we obtain the sound velocity in the AlGaAsP
layer which is also given in Table 1. marked with (Pulse). Unfortunately, there is a lack of
literature data for the AlGaAsP compound which prevents a comparison.
Similar to previous work [107,109], the acoustic pulses are thus mainly generated and
detected in the QW’s. This is a good demonstration of the setup capabilities to investigate QWbased structures.
We will now discuss the oscillatory components present in the signal. A Fourier
transformation of the time data is shown as a blue solid line in Fig. 5(b). A regular frequency
pattern emerges up to around 300 GHz that exhibits typical superlattice characteristics.
Determination of the acoustic response of the superlattice structures often requires a detailed
calculation of the structure’s acoustic dispersion. In such calculations, special points of interest
are the acoustic bandgap openings at the Brillouin zone center (BZC) and Brillouin zone edge
(BZE). However, our superlattice exhibits a large two-layer period thickness of 160.9 nm. This
results in small bandgaps [37], with a maximum frequency gap value of 1.6 GHz, where the
additional phosphorus content of the AlGaAs layer was neglected for this estimate. Due to the
small bandgaps, the acoustic dispersion of the superlattice can be linearized similar to the work
by Ezzahri et al. [37]. This is equivalent to the calculation of the mid-bandgap frequencies at
either BZC or BZE. Taking into account the zone folding introduced by the periodicity of the
superlattice structure, the BZC and BZE modes are then located at frequencies f given by:

f ( n) = n

veff
2d sl

,

where n is an integer. BZC modes are calculated for even n and BZE modes for uneven n. The
effective sound velocity veff is given by the weighted average of the layers:

d sl d A d B
=
+
.
veff vA vB
Here dsl = dA + dB gives the superlattice period thickness while A and B denote the GaAs and
AlGaAsP layers respectively.
Taking the respective concentrations of the compounds into account and using literature
values for the sound velocities, we obtain BZC modes at frequencies indicated by the dashed
grey lines in Fig. 5(b). Here again, we used AlGaAs for the calculations.
Several higher-order modes are visible in the spectrum and a clear mismatch becomes
apparent at higher frequencies. Since the layer thickness was verified by x-ray diffraction
measurements the most likely source of this mismatch stems from the uncertainty in the sound
velocity of the AlGaAsP layers.
After extracting the mode frequencies and performing a least-squares fit for the AlGaAsP
sound velocity, we obtain the solid green lines as the final result. These show a much better
agreement with the experimentally obtained mode frequencies. The resulting sound velocity is
given in Table 1, marked with (Superlattice). The results for the sound velocity determined
from the QW and the superlattice region only deviate by 2.5% from each other despite being
determined independently.
This demonstrates that the new measurement system performs well in the investigation of
acoustic superlattice structures and accompanying high-frequency acoustic modes.
4. Acoustic echoes and time-resolved Brillouin scattering
In this section, we present a series of picosecond ultrasonics experiments where broadband
acoustic echoes and time-resolved Brillouin scattering signals are recorded from different
interaction geometries in the same sample with two different measurement systems. The first
set of experiments was performed using the free-running dual-comb laser, which was presented
in Section 2. The second set of experiments was performed using a commercial laser system

containing a pair of modelocked lasers with an electronically locked repetition rate difference
(Amplitude Systems). The commercial system delivers two pulse trains with a 330-fs pulse
duration at a 48-MHz repetition rate and a center wavelength of 1030 nm [26]. The repetition
rate difference for this system was set to 994 Hz. The beam used as the probe was frequency
doubled to 515 nm.
For all experiments, we used the same 1-mm-thick SiO2 sample, which was metalized with
a tungsten (W) layer. Depending on the experiment, the pump and probe light interacted with
the sample either from the air-W interface or through the air-SiO2 interface. In the experiments,
we have used the same focusing microscope objective with 10x magnification and a numerical
aperture of 0.25. The objective was anti-reflection coated for green light. The experimental
setup used with the free-running dual-comb laser is laid out in Fig. 6(a). A conceptually
equivalent setup was used for the experiments with the commercial pair of stabilized laser
system.
4.1 Acoustic echoes
Acoustic echo signals are recorded using the sample configuration shown in Fig. 6(b). The
pump pulse (1030 nm or 1055 nm) is used to launch coherent phonons in the tungsten layer via
optical absorption. This creates a broadband elastic strain pulse (a wavepacket of longitudinal
acoustic phonons) which then travels through the sample and is reflected by the W-SiO2
interface. The returning echo then modulates the density of the metallic surface, which creates
a refractive index modulation. This leads to a modulation in reflectivity which is sampled by
the delayed probe pulses (515 nm or 527 nm).
To record these acoustic echoes and infer the tungsten thin-film thickness, we used the
previously mentioned experimental setup (Fig. 6(a)). First, we describe the measurement taken
with the free-running dual-comb laser. For this experiment, we have used 49.6 mW of pump
power (1055 nm) focused to an estimated average fluence of 373 J/cm2. The probe power
(527 nm) was adjusted so that 0.3 mW was incident on a balanced detector (PDB425A,
Thorlabs Inc.). We used an additional copy of the probe beam sampled before the interaction
with the target to balance the optical powers on the detector and thus to obtain minimal DC
voltage on the output. By using the probe power measurement on the detector and the tabulated
detector responsivity with transimpedance gain, the DC level for the case of blocked balancing
light can be estimated. The measured AC signal is then divided by the estimated DC level and
the relative reflectivity change R/R quantity is obtained. For this measurement, we have set
the laser repetition rate difference to 1021.69 Hz. The balanced detector output signal was
recorded using a data acquisition card (PCI-5122, National Instruments) with a 100 MS/s
sampling rate. The analog signal was filtered with a 30-MHz low-pass filter. Using the trigger
setup described above, we collected 105 trace averages. Figure 6(c) (blue line) shows the
recorded trace using the free-running dual-comb laser. In this measurement, a digital 5-MHz
low-pass frequency filter was applied.
We performed a similar measurement in another laboratory on the same sample using the
commercial system described above. In this measurement we have used a slower (PDB440A,
Thorlabs Inc.) balanced amplified photodetector which limits the detection bandwidth to 15
MHz. The full aperture of the same microscope objective was illuminated with the pump and
probe beams. The pump power on the sample was measured to be 65 mW and the probe power
on the detector was 1.0 mW. Using a data acquisition card (PXI-5122, National Instruments)
with a 33-MHz sampling rate triggered data collection and averaging of 1.1×105 traces was
performed. The final recorded trace is shown in Fig. 6(c) (red line). In this measurement set,
the trigger signal was generated from a cross-correlation signal of both pulse trains generated
by two-photon absorption on a GaAsP photodiode [26].
Both measurements (with a free-running dual-comb and the locked laser pair) are shown on
the same time axis for direct comparison. From this, we can see that both measurement
techniques allowed us to record nearly identical picosecond ultrasonics signals on top of a

thermal background [113]. In the measurement, we can see up to three acoustic echoes. The
delay between the first and the second echo is 101.6 ps extracted from the local minima in the
signal. With the longitudinal acoustic wave velocity in tungsten of 5.2 nm/ps [114], the thinfilm thickness can be estimated to be 264 nm. This agrees well between the two measurements.
The measurement accuracy is not limited by the timing jitter of the free-running dual-comb
laser since the signal is much slower than the measurement resolution. A more detailed signal
analysis which goes beyond the scope of the paper is needed to obtain an accurate measurement
uncertainty estimate.

Fig. 6. (a) Experimental setup used for picosecond ultrasonics measurements on a metalized
sample with the free-running dual-comb laser. HWP – half-waveplate, PBS – polarizing beam
splitter, DM1 – dichroic mirror: highly reflective (HR) for 527 nm and highly transmissive (HT)
for 1055 nm. DM2 - dichroic mirror: HR 1055 nm, HT 527 nm. QWP – quarter waveplate (for
527 nm), LBO – lithium triborate used for second harmonic generation. Balanced detector:
PDB425A (Thorlabs Inc.). An equivalent setup was used for measurements with a locked laser
pair and the key difference was that another balanced detector PDB440A (Thorlabs Inc.) was
used. (b) Interaction with the sample configuration. Green and red illustrate probe and pump
beams, respectively. (c) Recorded relative reflectivity change using two different experimental
setups. The blue line (left y-axis) indicates the measurement result obtained with a free-running
dual-comb laser and the red line (right y-axis) indicates the measurement result obtained with
the locked laser pair.

4.2 Time-resolved Brillouin scattering
Brillouin scattering is an interaction between light and phonons [115]. The picosecond
ultrasonic technique allows the detection in the time domain of the Brillouin interaction with
coherent phonons [29]. We study time-resolved Brillouin scattering experimentally by using
the interaction geometry shown in Fig. 7(a). The pump (1030 nm or 1055 nm) excites acoustic
waves in the SiO2 by absorption at the SiO2-W interface. Then the incoming probe beam
interacts with the acoustic waves in the bulk SiO2, which causes scattering in the backward
direction. The scattering is most efficient if a phase-matching condition is satisfied: ki + q = ks.

Here ki is the incident photon momentum, ks is the scattered photon momentum, and q is the
acoustic phonon momentum (vector quantities). Since |ki| and |ks| are much larger than |-q|, the
scattering in the backward direction is given approximately by ks = -ki. This relation leads to a
phase-matching solution for acoustic phonons with a Brillouin frequency fB = 2vacn/ where
vac is the acoustic wave velocity, n is the refractive index of the medium and  is the probe
wavelength. Therefore, a measurement of fB allows the acoustic wave velocity to be determined
independently of the dimensions of the sample.
Similar to Section 4.1, we perform a time-resolved Brillouin scattering experiment using
the setup shown in Fig. 6(a). In the case of the free-running dual-comb laser-driven experiment,
we have used 30.3 mW of 1055 nm pump power focused to an average fluence of 226 J/cm2.
The repetition rate difference was set at 285.52 Hz. As opposed to the measurement shown in
Section 4.1, which utilized a balanced photodetector, in this measurement we use a single
photodiode (the exact data acquisition scheme is motivated and explained in Section 5). The
527 nm probe power incident on the photodiode was 3 mW. The signal was recorded with the
oscilloscope (WavePro 254HD, Teledyne LeCroy) at 100 MS/s sampling rate with 20-MHz
analog bandwidth setting. 5172 traces were averaged to obtain the time-resolved Brillouin
scattering measurement shown in Fig. 7(b). For this measurement, a digital 2-MHz low-pass
filter was applied.
Analogous to Section 4.1, we have performed an independent measurement in another
laboratory on the same sample using the commercial pair of laser system discussed above. In
this measurement, as before, we have used a (PDB440A, Thorlabs Inc.) balanced amplified
photodetector. The pump power on the sample was measured to be 65 mW and the probe power
reaching the detector was 2.0 mW. Averaging of 1.1×105 traces was performed. The final
recorded trace is shown in Fig. 7(c).

Fig. 7. (a) Interaction geometry used in the experiment. (b) Time-resolved Brillouin scattering
recorded with the free-running dual-comb laser. For this measurement, the detection technique
described in Section 5 was used and any pump-independent probe voltage offset was subtracted.
Here 5172 traces were accumulated in 20-second-long acquisition. (c) Time-resolved Brillouin
scattering recorded using the locked laser pair. For this measurement, a balanced photodetector
(PDB440A, Thorlabs Inc.) was used. Here 1.1×105 traces were accumulated. Insets (d) and (e)
show the recorded signals with the slow-moving thermal background subtracted.

When comparing the two measurements, it appears that the slow-varying thermal parts of the
signals are quite different. This is due to the detection method used in the free-running dualcomb laser-based measurement, which is explained in Section 5. We have used a bias-T to
separate the AC and DC parts of the signal, and this separation has removed some lowfrequency components. Hence, the slow-varying signal shape was slightly altered.
Nevertheless, by applying a moving average filter we can extract the rapid oscillation signals
free from the thermal decay, as shown in Fig. 7(d) and 7(e). In this case, the traces look very
similar in amplitude and time. By applying a Hann time-window and performing Fourier
transformation, we find Brillouin oscillation frequencies of 33.56 GHz and 34.37 GHz,
respectively for the two measurements. If the probe wavelength difference is considered, the
measured frequencies are different only by 0.08%. This therefore demonstrates that a freerunning dual-comb laser can be used for picosecond ultrasonics measurements, as we have
quantitatively obtained the same results as measured with a commercial ASOPS system
containing a pair of modelocked lasers locked to slightly different repetition rates.
5. Noise considerations
In this section we discuss the picosecond ultrasonics measurement noise optimization aspects
and how they relate to the laser performance. First, we attempt to determine the measurement
noise floor using our free-running dual-comb laser. As discussed in the introduction, solid-state
lasers generally have ultra-low relative intensity noise (RIN) at high measurement frequencies.
This advantageous property makes such lasers well-suited for ETS measurements. Therefore,
the ETS measurements are likely to be shot-noise limited if a solid-state laser is used as
previously demonstrated [116]. Based on this argument, balanced photodetectors are not
necessary for picosecond ultrasonics measurements if a sufficiently low-noise laser is used
because they do not suppress shot noise.
We therefore optimize our measurement system for the increased power on the detector to
lower the shot noise contribution. We use a reverse-biased 0.8-mm2 InGaAs photodiode, and
observe that the photodiode response remains linear to pulses even with average powers above
15 mW in the case of 50- termination. We then separate the DC and AC parts of the signal
using a bias-T (BT45R, SHF Communication Technologies AG). The DC part is terminated
with a 50- resistor, and the voltage over this resistor is monitored with a voltmeter. The AC
part of the signal is first filtered with an analog 30-MHz low-pass filter and then it is amplified
with a variable-gain ultra-wideband voltage amplifier (DUPVA-1-70, Femto Messtechnik
GmbH). The amplified signal is filtered again with a 30-MHz low-pass filter and finally
recorded on a 50- terminated oscilloscope. On the oscilloscope we use an analog bandwidth
of 20 MHz and a sampling rate of 100 MS/s. The voltage gain in the detection electronics is
calibrated by a sinusoidal 1-MHz signal from a frequency generator. This allows us to relate
the measured DC voltage to the AC part of the signal such that R/R = AC / (DC × Gain). The
amplification gain is chosen such that no signal saturation occurs.
We use this optimized detection scheme to determine the measurement noise floor by
detecting the probe (1055 nm) light incident on the photodiode (no pump on the sample). In
this case we have used 70 dB power amplification gain. We then acquire a 20-second-long trace
which we average based on the timing of the trigger signal. The noise floor of the measurement
is calculated from the standard deviation of the recorded R/R signal. The inverse of the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the number of averages. Each average
corresponds to a measurement time of 1/frep.
In, addition, we also calculate noise-floor from the shot-noise contribution. The shot-noise
variance on a photodiode signal is determined by a well-known formula =2qIavgBW, where
q, Iavg, BW are the elementary charge, average photocurrent and the detection bandwidth,
respectively. The photocurrent Iavg is generated by average optical power Pavg on the detector
with responsivity R(). The relative shot-noise contribution on the signal then is calculated by

taking a ratio /Iavg. Hence, the shot-noise limit on the measurement is given by the following
equation:

1/ SNRshot −noise =

2qBW
Pavg R( )

We find that our free-running dual-comb ETS measurements are shot-noise limited even at
15.3 mW of probe power on the detector as can be seen in Fig. 8. At these conditions, we obtain
the measurement noise floor of 1.8×10-5 for the detection bandwidth of 11.6 MHz. This
corresponds to -165 dBc/Hz RIN at such high frequencies. We note that this is still shot-noise
limited due to the photodiode limitations and the actual laser noise floor is not yet determined.
In this picosecond ultrasonics demonstration, we have used an 80-MHz repetition-rate dualcomb laser. Thus, in a single measurement a 12.5 ns time window gets sampled. If the target
response is significantly shorter, not all acquisition time is useful. Further measurement speed
improvements can be obtained by using a higher repetition rate laser. For instance, if only a
4 ns time window is relevant, then a 250-MHz repetition rate laser can be used and the data
acquisition rate can be further increased, for instance to 10 kHz if a 160-fs timing step is
required.

Fig. 8. The achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurement with respect to the number of
averaged traces. The standard deviation was calculated for a 100-s long interval per averaged
trace. The measured standard deviation on the data is close to the calculated shot-noise limit (red
line). Therefore, we conclude that the minimum detectable signal is determined by the shotnoise. In this measurement, the detection bandwidth was set to 11.6 MHz and average power on
the detector was 15.3 mW (1055 nm). We obtain 2.5×10-7 sensitivity with 5659 traces in a 20second-long acquisition.

6. Conclusions
Picosecond ultrasonics is a powerful non-destructive testing technique which allows one to
probe thin-films with sub-nm precision. However, to this date, the practical adoption of this
method was challenging due to the requirements for long mechanical delay stages and highfrequency lock-in detectors or by the cost and complexity of commercially available systems
using two pairs of actively stabilized modelocked lasers. In this paper, we have shown a novel
free-running dual-comb laser which delivers two combs with more than 1.8 W of average power
and 110-fs pulse duration at an 80-MHz repetition rate from a single laser cavity. The two
combs have slightly different repetition rates such that high-precision ETS measurements can
be performed. The demonstrated laser has more than ten times greater peak power compared to
our previously reported free-running dual-comb laser oscillator [82] and is the highest average
power solid-state bulk free-running dual-comb oscillator to date.
We have applied this novel laser for picosecond ultrasonics measurements in a pump-probe
measurement configuration. First, we have demonstrated measurements in a non-collinear
configuration on an MQW-SESAM where superlattice phonons were observed. The results

were compared to data acquired via x-ray diffraction measurements allowing to extract speed
of sound in AlGaAsP. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated picosecond ultrasonics
measurement on a metalized sample in a two-color collinear experiment. We have observed
broadband acoustic echoes and Brillouin scattering signals. These measurements were
compared to results acquired with a much more complex commercial system with two
stabilized modelocked lasers showing a high-degree of agreement. Finally, due to the ultra-low
RIN noise of our solid-state laser at high sampling frequencies, we were able to replace a
typically-used balanced detector in the measurement setup with a single photodiode configured
for high-power recording. We also showed that shot-noise limited data acquisition can be
performed with a 1.8×10-5 relative reflectivity change sensitivity per single trace in the case of
a 307-fs sampling resolution. This effectively means that a 1-ns time window is scanned with
this high sensitivity in a time of only 280 s. Therefore, we conclude that a free-running solidstate dual-comb laser is an ideally-suited tool for picosecond ultrasonics and other similar
pump-probe measurements.
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